The paper focuses on the theory of cognition developed by Richard Burthogge, the lesser known seventeenth-century English philosopher, and author, among other works, of *Organum Vetus & Novum* (1678) and *An Essay upon Reason and the Nature of Spirits* (1694). Interesting as they may be, Burthogge’s ideas had a minimal impact on the philosophy of his time. Nevertheless, his writings contain a highly original concept of idealistic constructivism, which, when seen from historical perspective, seem to anticipate the crucial points of Kant’s idealism. The main idea of this paper is to reveal the similarities between both theories by providing a detailed analysis of Burthogge’s view of the act of cognition, as presented in his *Essay*. By doing this I hope to provide evidence for a bit provocative claim concerning the historical position of Kant’s epistemology, namely, that rather than viewing it as a unique and isolated theory, we should consider it the most significant representative of the whole class of early modern constructivist-idealistic doctrines that emerged from the new epistemological framework created by Cartesianism.

**General theory of cognition**

The initial assumption of Burthogge’s epistemology is not an original one. There
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1. This work was supported by the National Science Centre, Poland under grant number 2015/19/D/HS1/01013.
are three faculties or powers (he uses both terms interchangeably) by which man ‘makes acquaintance with external objects’, that is, ‘his external sense, imagination […] and reason or understanding’ (Essay, p. 3). The first innovative aspect of his approach consists in the remarkable idea that all these faculties are similar, isomorphic, or even uniform in structure and function (Essay, p. 3-4). Consequently, each act of knowledge or cognition, regardless of whether it is intellectual or sensuous, includes three inextricable aspects: apprehensive, cogitative and conceptive (Essay, p. 3-4)\(^4\).

Of these three concepts, the first one, i.e. ‘apprehension’, or ‘conscious perception’, as Burthogge defines it (Essay, p. 4), is probably the least original, as a term was quite commonly used by seventeenth-century logicians and philosophers to describe a pure, that is, judgment-free, grasp of an object by intellect\(^5\). Accordingly, Burthogge’s primary characteristic of ‘apprehension’ is that of ‘act’ (Essay, p. 22-25). Moreover, it is precisely the apprehension that forms the basis of the acts of cognition being acts. In other words, it is only owing to the act of apprehension that cognition gains the act-structure. At the same time, since knowledge can be characterised as ‘apprehension’ just because and only when it is considered ‘in reference to the object which is known’, apprehension is also, by definition, an object-directed act, with the external, outer thing considered a primary and proper object linked to it by this definition (Essay, p. 4). Since every cognition contains in its structure an object-directed operation of apprehending, it can, and should, be viewed as an intentional act in a broad phenomenological meaning of the term\(^6\). An observation which helps us to understand properly the meaning of the term ‘perception’ as used in Burthogge’s definition of apprehension mentioned above. It must be interpreted in terms of activity, not of inert receptivity – as a dynamic act of the mind, and not as a passive reception. It consists in perceiving akin to ‘seeing’, as suggested by the parallel drawn explicitly by Burthogge himself (Essay, p. 23). In brief, it resembles Descartes’ intellectual ‘perceptio’ rather than Locke’s ‘perception’\(^7\).

---

\(^4\) Hereafter the terms ‘knowledge’ and ‘cognition’ are used synonymously and interchangeably.


Similar though it may be to the traditional view of apprehension as an act of grasping the object, there is at least one feature that makes Burthogge’s position unique, especially when compared with those of the most prominent philosophers of his time. It consists in his deliberate and systematic extension of the considered concept to cover also sensuous and imaginative operations (Essay, p. 4). As a result of this step, essentially the same act-structure, object-direction and intentionality were assigned to the intellectual and sense cognition.

Every cognition is not only apprehensive, but also ‘cogitative’ (Essay, p. 3-11). The term ‘cognition’ (which as such can be considered an allusion to Descartes’ philosophy) is used by Burthogge in two meanings. In the broad sense it is synonymous with the cognition as such (e.g. Essay, pp. 58-60, 70-74, 79-80, 84). In the narrow sense, it emphasises the essentially conscious nature of every cognitive act (Essay, pp. 4-8).

In order to explain the third and the most important of the above-mentioned notions (‘conception’), some attention must first be paid to the empirical aspect of cognition. For, in fact, the activity of the mind, though essential, appears only at the second stage of cognition. The first step always belongs to the external object, as it is emphasized in the initial definition of ‘knowledge’ or ‘cogitation’ (broadly taken) as ‘conscious affection’, that is, ‘affection with consciousness of that affection’ (Essay, p. 4). The term ‘affection’, in its epistemological meaning, refers to an impact made by the external object on the sense organs (Essay, pp. 5, 7, 152), on the faculties (Essay, p. 5-6), or simply on the mind (Essay, pp. 7-8) or person (Essay, pp. 5, 71) – with the latter two (or three) expressions being merely a shortcut for the first one, for the organs are always the first, proper and inescapable recipients of affections (Essay, p. 152). Understood in this way, ‘affection’ involves two semantic aspects. Firstly, as indicated by its very grammatical form (verbal noun), the term connotes an affective action of the object. However, as a cognitive category, the notion of affection makes sense only within the conceptual framework of object-subject interaction. Therefore, secondly, and more importantly from the epistemological point of view, the term describes also a cognitive stimulus provided by the object for the mind and the subjective (mental) effect of this stimulation, that is, the mind’s being affected in some way.

This point is to be interpreted cautiously, though, with the whole content of Burthogge’s epistemology in mind, for as a result of the second connotation just mentioned, an affection might be erroneously assumed to provide the mind with some cognitive content, ready to be directly incorporated into knowledge. This assumption is even more strongly suggested by the word ‘impression’, a term used by Burthogge as a synonym of ‘affection’ (Essay, pp. 5-10), which can all too easily be interpreted as some kind of raw material to be cognitively processed or even
merely absorbed into knowledge. In fact, an affection/impression itself is not a constituent of cognition, neither does it provide nor produce any data able to be directly used as such constituents. It is a pure stimulus, the only role of which is to ‘excite’ (*Essay*, pp. 70, 73) a modification in the mind or, more precisely, to activate the mind (by way of the sense organs) so that it can ‘make’ (*Essay*, p. 59), ‘form’ (*Essay*, pp. 52, 56) or ‘frame’ (*Essay*, pp. 64, 93) certain modification. The modification of the mind (and the knowledge conveyed by it) is, therefore, a reaction, an active response of the mind to the affective stimulation by the object, and not a passive absorbent of affection or any content provided by it (*Organum*, 8).

Here we reach the heart of Burthogge’s epistemological revolution. Obviously, there is nothing inventive in defining cognitive acts ontologically in terms of modifications, which is a recognisable Cartesian theme. What is truly original about his approach is the scale of the mind’s participation in the creation of modifications. Some degree of the mind’s intervention must, of course, be taken into account by any doctrine explaining knowledge in terms of mental modifications. They are the mind’s modifications, after all – they belong to the ontological realm of the mind. The consequences of this affiliation can, nonetheless, be minimised by limiting its effects only to the formal aspect of cognition. The Cartesian theory of intellectual knowledge provides a paradigmatic example of such practice in early modern philosophy. According to this approach, the entire mental aspect of knowledge consists in a specific mental form by means of which the object is grasped and made present within the mind. It can be identified as ‘an idea’ (when regarded as a structural component of knowledge), or as ‘a modification’ (when considered from an ontological point of view). When viewed in this way, an idea/modification never affects the content of knowledge. Its role in cognition is limited to that of a mental *vehiculum* – it is a transparent instrument for internalisation of the external object into the realm of the mind. This is literally so, since idea, so understood, can easily be considered one of the object’s ways of being.

8 Technically speaking, the passages are about making conceptions. However, ‘conception is modification of mind’ (*Essay*, pp. 6), when considered from an ontological point of view.


namely the one in which it appears and exists in the mind. Accordingly, as stated explicitly by Descartes, it is the external object itself that exists in the mind in the form of idea (which, by the way, makes knowledge perfectly adequate)\(^\text{11}\). At the same time, since the mind's activity in cognition does not go beyond its formal aspects, an act of cognition can be seen as a pure grasp of the object, and thus can be reduced to a mere act of apprehension (with an idea as its proper form), as indeed it is, not only by Descartes, but also in *The Port Royal Logic*\(^\text{12}\). Even though different in some crucial respects (revaluation of sensation, strictly causal account of perception), Locke's epistemology is inspired by the same belief in the transparency of cognition, as is clear from his theory of adequate ideas as kinds of lossless transmitters, so to speak, of the content placed in the stimulus by the primary qualities of the external things\(^\text{13}\). Similarly, the inadequate ideas are so not because of the impact made on them by the mind, but because of the special properties of their external source\(^\text{14}\).

What is truly revolutionary about Burthogge's epistemology (or rather, what could have been truly revolutionary, if it had been recognised by his contemporaries) is that he categorically rejects this line of reasoning. The mind's interference in cognition of any kind, intellectual as well as sensuous, is never limited merely to its formal aspects. Quite the contrary, the mind's activity is always holistic, affecting the content of knowledge as much as its form. None of cognitive acts is, therefore, a pure grasp of the object – a mere act of putting the objective content into an existential frame proper to the realm of the mind. In short, no knowledge is pure apprehension (*Essay*, pp. 3-4, 57).

**Conception. Modus concipiendi**

The mind stimulated by the external thing responds by forming a ‘conception’ (*Essay*, pp. 4-7) – a term being used by Burthogge to describe both the product of this process and the process itself, that is, an ‘act of conception’ (*Essay*, p. 5). It is precisely this aspect of cognition that Burthogge has in mind when he writes that all sorts of human cognitive acts are not only apprehensive, but also...
‘conceptive’ (Essay, p. 3). It is also at this point that his epistemology begins to most clearly anticipate those of Kant. Since, far from being only an element of the ontological realm of the mental – which is the case in almost all post-Cartesian doctrines – Burthogge's conception is a true creation of the mind. Admittedly, its content is partly determined by the external thing (Essay, pp. 5-6, 9-10, 59, 71-73, 152, 253-256), however, not directly, but by stimulating the mind to form the appropriate conception. Such an approach enables Burthogge to notice the problem largely ignored by thinkers viewing the content of cognition as a kind of ready-made datum (external or innate) waiting only to be discovered or thought about; for when a conception is identified as a product of the mind, it seems more likely to be subject to the conditions imposed on it by the structural-functional properties of the mind. It is precisely this observation – stated firmly and turned into a founding principle – that underlies the whole Burthogge's epistemology. Since a conception is formed by the mind, there must be some profound and indelible mark of a ‘producer’ left on it, and, what is more, it must be the kind of influence that affects not only the ontological form of conception, but also, and more importantly, its content. In brief, all knowledge is inescapably subjective just because of its mind-dependence. This is Burthogge's epistemological creed, the implications of which are systematically drawn and discussed throughout his theory of knowledge.

Such is the rationale behind the idea of *modus concipiendi* (Essay, p. 56), a term that in Burthogge's technical language refers to that particular form or manner of conceiving which is specific to human cognitive powers due to their internal structure. Every act of conceiving affection (and, through it, the external thing) is performed in a manner and with the means determined by the
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structural and functional properties of the human mind. Far from being a pure grasp of the given data, the creative (re)activity of the cognitive faculties in response to an external stimulus consists always in interpretative assimilation of affection on their own ontological, that is, structural and functional, terms. In short, every conceiving is active conceptualising, and every conception is conceptualisation. Thus, the external object, being always conceptualised through and in the conception, is presented to the mind not directly, as it is in itself, but under the subjective mode of human conceiving, that is, under

*modus concipiendi*, a certain particular manner of conceiving; a manner of conceiving things that corresponds not to them but only as they are objects, not as they are things; there being in every conception some thing that is purely objective, purely notional; in so much that few, if any, of the ideas which we have of things are properly pictures; our conceptions of things no more resembling them in strict propriety, than our words do our conceptions, for which yet they do stand (*Essay*, p. 56).

It is crucial to understand Burthogge's view properly. As we will see below, there are two general modes of conceiving that the human mind has at its disposal, that is, reasoning and sensation. But this is not what Burthogge's has in mind when he writes of *modi concipiendi*. What he means by this is in fact some subset of intellectual and sensuous conceptions of unique origin and special purpose. Thus, although, admittedly, they are conceptions, unlike other conceptions they are not determined in their content by the external thing, but, on the contrary, they are purely mental creations. At the same time, they are inherently involved in the formation of all other conceptions (we can call them the empirical ones) – serving as a primary and inescapable instrument for any (empirical) conceptualisation, which is the principal reason for describing them as ‘manners’ or *modi* (*Essay*, p. 56). Thus, much like Kant's pure concepts, *modi concipiendi* have two aspects: a nominal one and a functional or instrumental one.16 They are constituents of each empirically produced conception, thereby providing it with some ‘purely notional’ (*Essay*, p. 56) content. At the same time, though purely mental in nature, they are not ready-made, innate concepts, but rather (and again in remarkable agreement with the later Kant’s view) virtual ones that exist only through and within the particular acts of conceiving.17

Since every cognition, apart from being an act of apprehension, is also es-
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17 Ibid.
sentially the active conceiving\textsuperscript{18}, which, in turn, involves unavoidably *modus concipiendi*, no knowledge or cognitive content is simply given, but is always constructed. Furthermore, the *modus concipiendi* always affects the entire structure of knowledge. Consequently, not only the form, but also the content of cognition is determined or, more precisely, codetermined by the mind. Thus, ultimately, knowledge is the result of interaction between subject and object, in which both of them play their part – which is yet another recognisably Kantian motif:

Every cogitative faculty, though it is not the sole cause of its own immediate (apparent) object, yet has a share in making it (*Essay*, p. 59).

To summarise, the human mind is always active and creative in cognition, which, accordingly, is an active and creative operation, and it is so – something worth emphasizing – not accidentally but essentially, that is, by

the very nature of cogitation in general, (as it comprehends sensation as well as intellelction,) since that the understanding doth pinn its notions upon objects, arises not from its being such a particular kind of cogitative faculty, but from its being cogitative at large (*Essay*, p. 58).

Understood in this way, the conceptualisation is a spontaneous process – an automatic reaction of the mind. There is, therefore, no sign of voluntariness, let alone arbitrariness, in its operating mode. As an immanent instrument of the cognitive faculties (*Essay*, p. 3-4), it is nothing but an organic way of functioning of the mind – a manifestation of its internal mechanics or ‘natural logic’ (*Organum*, title, 59), which is best demonstrated by its unconscious character. Admittedly, the created conceptions are usually (and always in the case of cognitive acts, *Essay*, pp. 4-6) brought into consciousness, but only subsequently to the very process of their formation, which is prior to any possible awareness:

for as we are conscious that we have a perceivance of objects under certain images, and notions, so we are not conscious of any action by which our faculties should make those images or notions (*Essay*, p. 71).

The reason for this is a structural one, since, according to Burthogge's view, it is a diversity of conceptions that provides the very basis for the arising of consciousness (*Essay*, p. 4-6).

The content formed in the course of conceiving affection (that is, image or notion, made by sense or intellect, respectively), is considered by Burthogge to be

\textsuperscript{18} “Conception and cogitation, really are but one act, and consequently, all conceptive are cogitative powers, and cogitative powers conceptive” (*Essay*, p. 4).
an ‘immediate object’ of this act: ‘conception properly speaking, is of the image, or idea’ (Essay, p. 4). Thus, ‘conception’ in a nominal sense of the term is both a product and a direct object of ‘conception’ considered in its participial sense – a twofoldness closely resembling that ascribed by modern phenomenology to the so-called ‘purely intentional acts’, whose characteristic feature is that they are both cognitive and creative operations. Since conceiving, so understood, is inherent in every act of cognition, the latter also refers to the conceptions as to its ‘immediate objects’ (Essay, pp. 60, 70, 73). Moreover, as a result of the object-direction or intentionality lent to the knowledge by apprehension, each conception is also automatically referred to the external object or, what is the same thing, an external, objective reference is assigned to each cognitive content (Essay, pp. 4, 66-75). Hence, apart from all other aspects discussed, every cognition is always also the conceptualisation of the external object ‘by means of […] idea, or image’ (Essay, pp. 4, 58-60, 68). In short, for Burthogge, just like for Kant, cognition is nothing else but the conceiving of the external things under the subjective conditions of the human mind.

The difference between the two lies in the different views they have of the cognitive faculties, since, as we have seen above, Burthogge, unlike Kant, is a strong proponent of the structural and functional isomorphism of sense and reason. Ultimately, however, their respective views turn out to be only two different ways leading to the basically similar conclusions. Let us see how it happens.

Conception, for Burthogge, is a universal modus operandi of human cognition – a natural way of functioning of each cognitive faculty:

It is as proper to say, that the sense and imagination do conceive, as that the reason or understanding doth; the former does as much conceive images and sentiments, as the latter does ideas and notions (Essay, p. 4).

This functional unification represents a crucial point of Burthogge’s unitary theory of cognition. That is not to say, however, that all three faculties are to be considered strictly identical. They are indeed identical in their essential structure, that is, they are isomorphic realisations of the same structural scheme. Nevertheless, they represent different variants of this structure. Thus, the category of ‘conception’ serves as a basis for both unification and differentiation between the various types of cognitive powers:

Sense, (by which I mean the power of seeing, of hearing, of tasting, of smelling, and of feeling,) is that by which we make acquaintance with external objects, and have knowledge of them by means of images and
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apparitions, or (which is a better expression, as being more general and comprehensive,) by *sentiments* excited in the external organs, through impressions made upon them from objects (*Essay*, pp. 9-10).

*Reason* or understanding, is a faculty by which we know external objects, as well as our own acts, without framing images of them; only by *ideas* or notions (*Essay*, p. 10).

As for imagination, it is essentially internal sense, or an (after)representation of the images or sentiments (that have been) excited before in the sense (*Essay*, p. 10).

Therefore, sensation and imagination are basically (that is, apart from any ‘accessory’ operations) one and the same cognitive power, namely the power of conceiving by means of ‘sensible representations’ or ‘images’ (*Essay*, p. 10). Thus, properly (and etymologically) speaking, every ‘sensation’ is ‘imagination, for every sense imagines’, that is, conceptualises by forming images (ibid.). The only difference between them is that while the sense imagines in response to being affected externally, the imagination is (directly) stimulated from within the mind. However, as a power of ‘recollection’ relying on the images previously formed by sense, it is also subject to the external factors, albeit indirectly (ibid.).

Thus, when defined as including the respective imaginative acts, all human cognitive powers ‘may be reduced to two, to *sense* and *reason*, which, in turn, are nothing more than two different forms of conceiving – in imaginative or notional way, respectively (ibid.)

21 In other words, and taking into account the ultimate object of reference of any knowledge (as lent by apprehension), the images and notions (ideas) are simply two formally different manners of presenting the external object to the mind.

Being directly dependent on the structural-functional properties of the cognitive faculties, *modus concipiendi* also bifurcates correspondingly into two formal modes. Thus, ‘light and colour’ and ‘sound’ serve as model examples of a specifically sensuous manner of conceiving (*Essay*, p. 57). It is not difficult to discern the general idea underlying this approach – the sensuous mode of conceiving (or rather the whole class of modes corresponding to the particular senses) is

20 The imagination, understood as above, has also its intellectual counterpart (*Essay*, pp. 10-11).

21 Consequently, the term ‘image’ denotes the formal category of representations and as such does not imply any similarity to the object imagined, as opposed, for example, to the term ‘picture’, see e.g. (*Essay*, 56, 60).

22 The following interpretation significantly differs from that of M. W. Landes: Richard Burthogge, His Life and His Place in the History of Philosophy, Ibid., pp. 262-265.
to be identified with one particular class of sensible qualities, namely the ones classified as secondary by early modern philosophy\textsuperscript{23}. More precisely, \textit{modus concipiendi} of the sense defines the specific frame conditions for (and consequently a possible spectrum of) the perceivable qualities, whereas the external affection determines which particular quality from a given range actually appears in the mind. Thus, it is due to the visual mode of conceiving that ‘the eye has no perception of things but under the \textit{appearance} of light, and colours’ (\textit{Essay}, p. 57), while seeing this or that particular colour (yellow, green etc.) is dependent on the external stimulus (\textit{Essay}, pp. 69, 71-72). An immediate consequence of this account for the sensible qualities is that all of them must be secondary and inadequate. At this point, it is worth adding that the explicit view that the sensible qualities are inadequate for subjective, and not objective, reasons, is one of the key novelties of Burthogge’s epistemology. His explanation of the inadequacy of sensible qualities in terms of structural properties of the cognitive faculties can be seen as the first non-mechanistic, and more generally, non-objectivistic interpretation of this issue, and consequently as a turning point in the early modern process of gradual subjectivisation of sense perception. This issue, however, exceeds the scope of this article and will be discussed in another paper.

The extension of the above account of the secondary qualities to cover intellectual cognition is another notable innovation. The foundation for this step was laid by the structural-functional unification of sense and reason, implied in the notion of ‘conceptive cogitative faculties’ (\textit{Essay}, pp. 3-4). As a result of this assumption, Burthogge’s theory of the intellectual \textit{modus concipiendi} postulates the existence of some mind-dependent, subjective (‘purely notional’, \textit{Essay}, p. 56), yet universal (because founded on the very nature of the mind) constituents of any intellectual cognition. In consequence, his account strikingly anticipates the Kantian idea of categories\textsuperscript{24}:

the \textit{understanding} apprehends not things […] but under \textit{certain notions} that neither have that being in objects, or that being of objects, that they seem to have; but are, in all respects, the very same to the mind or understanding, that colours are to the eye, and sound to the ear. To be more particular, the understanding conceives not anything but under the notion of an \textit{entity}, and this either a \textit{substance} or an \textit{accident}; under that of a \textit{whole}, or of a \textit{part}; or of a \textit{cause}, or of an \textit{effect}, or the like; and yet all these and the like, are only \textit{entities of reason} conceived within the mind, that have no more of any real true existence without it, than colours have without the

\textsuperscript{23} Or as ‘inadequate ideas’, if we follow Locke’s terminology, which reserves, though not consistently, the term ‘quality’ for the properties of the external things See Locke, J.: An Essay Concerning Human Understanding. Ibid., B. I, Ch. VIII, pp. 132-143, B. II, Ch. XXXI, pp. 375-384.

\textsuperscript{24} Kant, I.: Critique of Pure Reason. Ibid., A 65-130, B 90-169, pp. 118-203.
eye, or sounds without the ear (Essay, pp. 57-58).

At this point an additional remark must be made. The sense and the reason being defined as two different modes of conceptualisation, one might expect them to be independent, parallel sources of knowledge. In this case, however, considerable doubt would be cast on the unity of the world to be known by different faculties. In other words, a legitimate question could be raised about whether it is one and the same external thing that is being known by both sense and reason (conceiving it independently and in different ways), or, perhaps, as in Platonic epistemology, each faculty has its own domain of reference – the sensible one and the intelligible one respectively. In fact, the latter solution is not an option in Burthogge philosophy, since he clearly speaks against treating the two types of cognition as parallel and unrelated operations:

the understanding converses not with things ordinarily but by the inter-vention of the sense (Essay, p. 60; cf. Organum, 24, 74).

It is, therefore, only the sense that receives stimuli directly from the external things. The intellectual conceptualisation, by contrast, is a second-order operation – the conception of the conception, for all intellectual sentiments ‘are framed only by […] occasion, and only wrought out of’ the ‘sentiments of sense’ (Essay, p. 60). In other words, Burthogge’s reason, much as that of Kant, works only with the material obtained from and processed by the senses. Ultimately, therefore, and again like in Kant, Burthoggean cognition turns out to be sequentially, organised.

Idealism

It is hardly surprising, given what has been said above about Burthogge’s philosophy, that the overall conclusions drawn from his principles lean towards epistemological idealism. It is a specific version of idealism, though; for, in contrast to, for example, Berkeley or Collier, and again in agreement with Kant’s position, Burthogge has no intention of denying the existence of the external reality, as clearly evidenced by his multiple references to ‘external’ things or objects (e.g. Essay, p. 3, 9-10, 73). Instead, his form of idealism is based on two claims. First, the
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identification of some purely mental constituents of each cognitive act enables him to reject the purely materialist and mechanistic explanation of sense perception in favour of the extensive mentalisation of cognition:

sense and imagination, as well as the understanding and reason, are mental and spiritual, not merely mechanick and material powers (Essay, p. 8-9; see also p. 1, 3).

Accordingly, the contents or the immediate objects of cognitive acts must also be considered mental entities or, to put it in Burthogge’s own terms, entia cogitationis (Essay, p. 60).

The second and more important claim concerns the inadequacy of knowledge. Since all cognitive entities are in essential part codetermined by the faculties’ modus concipiendi, none of them can be a ‘picture’, ‘resemblance’ or ‘representation’ of the external thing:

It is certain that things to us men are nothing but as they do stand in our analogy that is, in plain terms, they are nothing to us but as they are known by us; and as certain, that they stand not in our analogy, nor are known by us, but as they are in our faculties, in our senses, imagination, or mind; and they are not in our faculties, either in their own realities {as they be without them}, or by way of a true resemblance and {proper} representation, but only in respect of certain appearances or sentiments {phaenomena}, which, by the various impressions that they make upon us, they do either occasion only, or cause, or (which is most probable) concur unto in causing with our Faculties (Essay, p. 59; the passages in brace brackets are from Organum, sect. 9).

Thus, ultimately, Burthogge anticipates Kant’s claim that the external reality is unknowable in itself, being accessible to the human mind only under the ‘masquerade’ (Essay, p. 64) of phenomena that the mind itself co-produces:

we apprehend not any [thing] at all, just as they are, in their own realities, but only under the top-knots and dresses of notions, which our minds do put on them (Essay, p. 64).

In sum, the immediate objects of cogitation, as it is exercised by men, are entia cogitationis, all phaenomena; appearances that do no more exist without our faculties in the things themselves, than the images that are seen in water, or behind a glass, do really exist in those places where they seem to be (Essay, pp. 59-60; see also Organum, 9-12).

Since the self-knowledge is no exception to the structural-functional principles imposed on cognition, the mind can also be known only under the subjective conditions of human conceiving (Essay, p. 106). It can be, therefore, self-interpreted at most indirectly – as it manifests itself by its faculties, powers or acts (Essay, pp. 2-3). But is just as unknowable in itself as the external things are. Thus, the situation of Burthogge’s subject is very similar to that of Kant – in between the two noumenal realities, one external and the other internal.

All in all, it turns out that almost a century before Kant, Burthogge’s idealistic constructivism anticipated basically the same conclusions as those of transcendental idealism. The further examination of this coincidence of ideas can not only deepen our understanding of early modern British philosophy, but may also throw new light on the internal dynamics and the inner logic of the development of the whole post-Cartesian epistemological thought.
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Richard Burthogge’s Theory of Cognition as a Prefiguration of Kantian Idealism

The paper focuses on the theory of cognition developed by Richard Burthogge, the lesser known seventeenth-century English philosopher, and author, among other works, of Organum Vetus & Novum (1678) and An Essay upon Reason and the Nature of Spirits (1694). Although his ideas had a minimal impact on the philosophy of his time, and have hitherto not been the subject of a detailed study, Burthogge’s writings contain a highly original concept of idealistic constructivism, anticipating Kant’s idealism. Therefore, a closer examination of his philosophy can not only deepen our understanding of early modern British thought, but may also shed new light on the internal dynamics of the development of the whole post-Cartesian epistemology.
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Abstrakt

Teória poznania Richarda Burthoggga ako predzvestí kantovského idealizmu

Príspevok sa zameriava na teóriu poznania rozvinutú Richardom Burthoggom, menej známym anglickým filozofom zo sedmnaštého storočia a autorom diel ako Organum Vetus & Novum (1678) a Esej o rozume a povahe duše (1694). Hoci jeho myšlienky mali minimálny vplyv na filozofiu svojej doby a doteraz neboli predmetom podrobnej štúdie, Burthoggove spisy obsahujú vysoko originálny koncept idealistického konštruktivismu, ktorý predvída Kantov idealizmus. Preto bližšie skúmanie jeho filozofie môže nielen prehĺbiť naše chápanie raného
moderného britského myslenia, ale môže tiež vrhnúť nové svetlo na vnútornú dynamiku vývoja celej post-karteziánskej epistemológie.

**Klúčové slová:** Richard Burthogge, Immanuel Kant, idealizmus, poznanie, *modus concipiendi*
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